Title: Digging for Details

Grade: 6th Grade

Content: English Language Arts

Duration: 30 minutes

Standard:
● RL.1: Students will be able to cite evidence to support what the text says explicitly as
well as inferences drawn from the text to make connections to stories they already
know.
Objective:
Students will read a variation of a fairytale, picking out evidence that corresponds with one or
more American fairy tale classics.
Resources Needed:
● CommonLit Story: “The Anklet”
● Template found below.
Introduction/Description:
Fairy tales are unlike any other kind of story. They are magical. They almost always end with
the line “...and they lived happily ever after.” One of the best things about fairy tales today is
that there are so many versions to enjoy. Today the main characters no longer look identical.
Now, we are able to get a look into other cultures in these stories and visit many different
countries.
Example:

Steps:
●

First, read the CommonLit story: “The Anklet.” Read the story the first time through
without a pencil in hand. Read aloud if you can, in your best author’s voice. If there are
young children in your house, read it to them!

●

Now, you’ll read the story again. This time, I want you to look and listen for details
or elements in the story that remind you of other fairy tales you’ve heard of.

●

Use the double-entry journal below to record your findings and thoughts. Here’s
how to do it.

●

When you find something that reminds you of other fairy tales, write the quoted
words, phrases, sentences on the left side of the double entry journal template.

●

On the right side, write your personal connection/response: what it made you
think of/remind you of. What do you notice about characteristics of fairytales, in
general? (See example below)

●

Include a minimum of five entries with corresponding evidence/connection.

Textual Evidence:

My Connection:

Paragraph 1 Sentence 2 & 3:
“The youngest was also the prettiest,
graceful and radiant…”
“Her elder sisters were born to a different
mother…”

This makes me think of Cinderella because
Cinderella was stuck with her step-mother
and two ugly, mean step sisters.
Also, it seems like the number three is used in
fairy tales a lot: three little pigs, three wishes,
etc.

Finished Product:
Share the double entry journal with your teacher and/or peers as directed.
Adaptations:
Questions and discussion topics are offered from Commonlit.org:
https://1.cdn.edl.io/PRSHggugT1eCgTWLnXyypVHsRET6mV6tONaDIdqCbVJoNRf5.pdf

Textual Evidence:

My Connection:

